
At the moment we have a significant number of men on leave but are. 
 

1. Continuing preparatory works at Stafford Road Depot, Brora. Discussions are ongoing with 
Bear regarding the lease of yard space which if successful will lead to an accelerated Salt 
Barn provision. 

2. General road sweeping throughout 
3. Preparations for Surface Dressing. Although technical issues have meant the Caithness works 

are not yet complete delaying the arrival of the plant to Sutherland. The knock-on of this is 
we have had to dramatically reduce the operation in Sutherland due to the lateness in the 
season. I am working currently with Josie to “balance the books” regarding Capital Works. 

4. General pothole filling  
5. Junction marking repairs. 
6. The verge cutting tractor is working in the Golspie / Rogart area. 

 
Dependant on the actual start date for Surface Dressing we may restart surfacing in the Coull / 
Achork areas of Rogart for a short period next week until the paver is moved to Caithness to 
undertake a couple of time critical jobs that need to be done before the Schools reopen, this will 
take place whilst we are surface dressing as we do not have the resources to run both operations 
simultaneously. 
 
The current plan is to restart the surfacing programme in late August with the Area around Elphin, 
Ledmore, Inchnadamph and Skiag our first priority to get the large main road schemes complete 
whilst we still have more favourable weather and longer days. On completion of these works we will 
return to the East Coast where hopefully the roads will then be quieter as tourist numbers will have 
dropped. 
 
Just around the corner is the onset of Winter and we are preparing our vehicles and ensuring 
everything is in place ahead of the inevitable! 
 
I have still to sit down with Josie & Jonathan to finalise our Health and Prosperity Fund works but 
Dornoch Beach and Embo Street – Birchwood kerbing / footway are definite intentions 
 
 


